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Figure 1: Semantify offers a method to create and edit a 3D parametric model using semantically meaningful descriptors.
Semantify is based on a self-supervised method that utilizes the semantic power of CLIP language-vision model to build a
mapping between semantic descriptors to 3DMM model coefficients. This can be used in an interactive application defining
a slider for each descriptor (a), or to fit a model to an image in a zero shot manner by feeding the image into CLIP and
obtaining a vector of semantic scores that can be mapped to shape parameters (b).

Abstract

We present Semantify: a self-supervised method that uti-
lizes the semantic power of CLIP language-vision founda-
tion model [32] to simplify the control of 3D morphable
models. Given a parametric model, training data is cre-
ated by randomly sampling the model’s parameters, creat-
ing various shapes and rendering them. The similarity be-
tween the output images and a set of word descriptors is
calculated in CLIP’s latent space. Our key idea is first to
choose a small set of semantically meaningful and disen-
tangled descriptors that characterize the 3DMM, and then
learn a non-linear mapping from scores across this set to
the parametric coefficients of the given 3DMM. The non-
linear mapping is defined by training a neural network with-
out a human-in-the-loop. We present results on numerous
3DMMs: body shape models, face shape and expression
models, as well as animal shapes. We demonstrate how our
method defines a simple slider interface for intuitive model-
ing, and show how the mapping can be used to instantly fit
a 3D parametric body shape to in-the-wild images. See our
project page at https://omergral.github.io/Semantify/

1. Introduction

3D modeling techniques have evolved tremendously
over the last few years. Such techniques are used in count-
less industries including the burgeoning AR/VR industry,
fashion design, game development, film, and many others.
However, designing a high-quality 3D model is not a sim-
ple task for most people and might require a well-trained
3D artist. Even when using more recent parametric mor-
phable models (3DMM) [24, 31, 45, 3, 42] it is still hard
for humans to understand how to choose the correct set of
parameters, e.g. to achieve a specific human body shape or
facial expression. It is also difficult to find what are the
limits of the given parametric model in terms of coverage
and expressiveness. The reason is that in most cases, the
provided set of parameters is not interpretable, as they are
commonly calculated using automatic optimization mech-
anisms followed by dimensionality reduction using PCA.
Thus, they carry no clear semantic meaning.

To simplify the use of 3DMMs and allow for natural
interactive human modeling, a key research question is –
how to insert semantics into 3DMM control? Previous ap-
proaches [34] relied mostly on human intelligence and la-
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beling, which is often time consuming and expensive. In
addition, previous methods create a large number of seman-
tic control descriptors that are often correlated and entan-
gled. This means it is difficult to anticipate the effect of
each descriptor as changing a value in one may modify oth-
ers, resulting in difficulties to control the model.

In this paper, instead of using human labeling, we rely
on the remarkable abilities of huge foundation models that
combine natural language and visual understanding. We
present a self-supervised method that utilizes the semantic
power of CLIP [32] to define a method to control 3DMMs
that carries two main advantages. First, it is more natural
for humans to use as it allows modeling using a small num-
ber of semantically meaningful descriptors, that cover the
space of deformations but are disentangled. Second, it cov-
ers even extreme examples in the shape/pose space of para-
metric models as it utilizes CLIP’s pre-training on a large
number of images. The main idea is first to use CLIP to
select a small subset of semantically meaningful and disen-
tangled descriptors, and then learn a non-linear mapping of
this set to the coefficients of the given 3DMM.

Given a parametric 3DMM, we sample its parameter
space to create a dataset containing a variety of 3D mesh
shapes. We then render each mesh from different camera
views to create a diverse set of images corresponding to
the parameter samples (see Figure 2). Next, we gather a
set of semantically descriptive textual terms related to the
parametric 3D model, which we call descriptors. We en-
code both the images (using CLIP’s image encoder) and the
descriptors (using CLIP’s text encoder) into CLIP’s latent
space and compare them. This defines a vector of similar-
ity scores between the input vector of 3DMM coefficients
(of each image sample) and each corresponding semantic
descriptor. Next, we define a selection scheme to choose a
small number of descriptors that are de-correlated to control
the model. Lastly, we train a neural network to learn a map-
ping between the vector of similarity scores to the vector of
3DMM parameters.

We demonstrate how the learned mapping can be used
to define an interface to control a 3DMM in a way that is
simple and effective using a small set of semantically mean-
ingful sliders (see Figure 1 and 4). Such sliders are easy to
employ for designing high-quality 3D models and cover the
shape space well. We demonstrate this for four parametric
models: human face’s shape and expression (FLAME [24]),
human body shapes (SMPL [25] and SMPL-X [31]), and
even animals (SMAL [45]). We also show how the map-
ping can be used to instantly fit a 3D parametric body shape
to an input image that works well “in the wild” even in ex-
treme poses and body shapes.

Our main contribution is a novel, self-supervised method
for defining a small set of semantic descriptors to control
a parametric model more naturally, by learning a mapping

from a semantic space to a parametric representation with-
out human-in-the-loop. We demonstrate the effectiveness
of our approach on several parametric models and utilize it
to define a simple interface for modeling and to instantly fit
a 3D model to images in the wild. We will release our code
for future research.

2. Related Work
Our work encompasses a wide range of disciplines, in-

cluding 3D parametric modeling, language-vision models,
and zero-shot reconstruction.

3D Morphable Models. Much research has gone into im-
proving 3D modeling of humans bodies, faces and other ob-
ject classes, such as animals [11, 4, 25, 31]. 3D Morphable
Models (3DMM) are a powerful tool to parameterize the
variation in geometry of objects belonging to a certain class.
Dating back to 1999, Blantz et al. [4] proposed 3DMMs to
capture the variation of human faces and applied dimension-
ality reduction using Principal Component Analysis (PCA).

In contrast to a 3D artist freely controlling the vertices
of a mesh, using each of these PCA axes to deform the ver-
tices induces a strong statistical prior on the resulting ge-
ometry. The resulting deformations are global in nature,
strongly constraining the geometry to the manifold of sta-
tistically plausible meshes, as the per-axis coefficients cor-
relate with their likelihood. While initially proposed for
human faces, statistical 3DMMs have been developed for
human body models [3, 25, 40, 31, 42, 29], facial models
[24, 37, 41, 43], and even 3D animal models [45, 44].

Semantic Models. PCA-based 3DMMs are efficiently
and easily constructed, and admit an orthogonal and
importance-ordered basis for the deformation. One disad-
vantage of these models is their lack of interpretability for
humans. The axes of maximal variation in geometry, which
form the deformation basis for each vertex, do not neces-
sarily correspond to any semantically meaningful geometric
change (e.g., raising an eyebrow), but instead, each axis in-
duces a rather global change that may introduce correlations
or effects that are unwanted to a human modeler, making it
hard to obtain the desired shape or expression.

Some 3DMMs [17, 14] alleviate this issue by using de-
formation bases that are hand-crafted by artists, often re-
ferred to as blendshapes. While this alleviates the inter-
pretability issue, it loses the data-driven and explicit statis-
tical prior, requires manual work, and does not guarantee
the expressiveness of the resulting model.

First to address the semantic issue of PCA-based
3DMMs in the human body domain were Seo et al. [33]
which used metrics such as hip-to-waist ratio, body fat
percentage, and height to regress 3DMM shape parame-
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Figure 2: Learning a mapping from Semantic to Parametric space. (a) Given a coefficient vector ξ⃗ we create the 3DMM
mesh. The mesh is rendered from several views. Each Rendered image I ′ is passed into CLIP along with a set of semantic
descriptors ℓ⃗. The difference between each descriptor and the image in CLIP latent space is calculated and stored in the
corresponding entry of the similarity vector Ω⃗. (b) Using a large set of such random pairs of (Ω⃗, ξ⃗), we train a network to
learn the mapping from semantic space to parametric space.

ters. Hill et al.[15] suggested examining the relationship
between body shapes and description, by linking two sim-
ilarity spaces - one created from body descriptions and the
other from full-body laser scans. BodyTalk [34] followed
suit and approached this problem using the “wisdom of the
crowd”. In their work, they captured 256 male and female
body shapes and represented each shape with 30 body de-
scriptor words (e.g. curvy, fit, heavyset, round-apple, etc.).
They hired labelers to discretely rate the bodies with re-
spect to these descriptors and designed a regression model
to learn the relationship between the discrete ratings and the
parameters of the corresponding body shape. In a more re-
cent publication, SHAPY [7] bridges this gap by curating
datasets of images with corresponding body measurements
(e.g., from model agencies) followed by human ratings re-
spective to a set of linguistic shape attributes. They train
models to predict SMPLX shape parameters from attributes
and/or body measurements, and vice-versa.

Language-Guided 3D Modeling. Recent works have
shown great success in learning latent representations that
are capable of coupling visual signals with language. One
such example is CLIP [32] model. CLIP uses a contrastive
training scheme [6] on over 400 million pairs of images
and their captions to build a shared latent representation
for visual-textual content. In this space, similarity between
images and text can be computed. It has been shown that
CLIP is an effective tool for image generation tasks. For ex-
ample, providing natural-language guided manipulation of
human face imagery in StyleGAN space [30, 26, 1]. Sim-
ilarly, CLIP can be employed in 3D: using differentiable
rendering, images of a 3D scene are rendered in a forward
pass and are scored against a text prompt with CLIP. Taking
the similarity score as an optimization objective, gradients
are back-propagated through the CLIP network and the ren-
dering process, back to the underlying representation of the
3D scene. Text2Mesh [27] uses CLIP to optimize for col-

ors and positions of mesh vertices to match a text query.
CLIP-Mesh [20] followed suit and proposed to use CLIP to
guide normal and texture maps. This basic recipe has been
applied to a variety of scene representations, such as point
clouds [28] and Neural Fields [38, 18, 39, 13]. In the con-
text of human faces and bodies, CLIP is used for generation
of animation sequences [21, 36, 16, 35, 10, 2].

Zero-Shot 3DMM Shape Reconstruction. Recovering
accurate, explicit meshes from 2D signals such as images
or video is an under-constrained and over-parameterized ob-
jective. The low-dimensional underlying representation of
3DMMs proves useful not only for modeling, but for 3D
reconstruction of geometry from images of humans. The
parameters can serve as a data-driven regularization term
for shape and pose, and the low dimensional representation
convexifies the optimization problem of fitting such a model
to an image, rather than a freely deforming mesh. Recent
3DMM-from-image methods either use iterative optimiza-
tion schemes to fit the parameters of the 3DMM to the im-
age [23] or directly regress the shape and pose parameters
from an Image [12, 8, 22, 19]. Our method allows to use
CLIP image and text mapping and simply feed-forward the
scores through an MLP network to get a body shape.

3. Method

An overview of our method can be seen in Figure 2. In
essence, our method defines a non-linear mapping from se-
mantic space to parametric space by training a neural net-
work to predict 3DMM coefficients from a vector of se-
mantic attribute scores. We first create a dataset of ren-
dered images of randomly sampled shapes (3.1), gather
their corresponding semantic scores (3.2). Then, we employ
a scheme to reduce the semantic descriptors to a subset of
least-correlated descriptors (3.3) and then train the network
(3.4).
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Coverage / Overlap

Method Algorithm Choice 2 descriptors 5 descriptors 10 descriptors 15 descriptors

SMPLX-male (6) / 92.1% / 64.5% 38.6% / 30.1% 51.5% / 71.4% 49.7% / 83.5% 98.3% / 80.5%
SMPLX-female (4) / 49.7% / 56.7% 27.1% / 49.5% 50.0% / 67.1% 47.4% / 83.0% 82.4% / 83.4%
SMPLX-neutral (8) / 52.0% / 83.0% 40.2% / 51.2% 50.0% / 67.1% 51.9% / 86.9% 52.1% / 90.3%
SMPL-male (4) / 97.5% / 60.2% 40.1% / 46.7% 97.7% / 66.5% 98.3% / 83.9% 98.2% / 89.3%
SMPL-female (5) / 95.7% / 68.6% 36.3% / 47.3% 95.7% / 68.6% 97.8% / 85.2% 99.1% / 89.9%
SMPL-neutral (6) / 96.1% / 76.0% 80.4% / 48.7% 96.2% / 71.5% 99.6% / 85.2% 99.8% / 90.8%
FLAME-expression (3) / 13.4% / 56.8% 10.4% / 47.4% 19.3% / 67.2% 27.0% / 77.3% 34.4% / 85.0%

Table 1: Choosing different number of descriptors for a model. We evaluate the coverage and overlap of vertices for a mapper
that was trained by using different number of descriptors (see Section 5.1, the threshold used to measure coverage is 0.3). The
number chosen by our algorithm is shown in parentheses at the beginning of each row. As can be seen, the more descriptors
are chosen the larger the cover is, but the larger the overlap between the descriptors is as well.

3.1. Dataset Creation

The process of creating the data for training our model is
similar across all 3DMMs (we demonstrate it on four differ-
ent ones in this paper). For each model, we only use the first
10 principal components, that cover above 95% of the vari-
ance. We draw Nsamples 10-dimensional random vectors
of coefficients. For body models, we draw a random shape
coefficients vector β⃗, which yields a random shape. From
the expression basis of the FLAME model, we randomly
sample an expression coefficient vector ψ⃗ which yields a
random expression. Since random values may also lead to
noisy and unrealistic outputs, we limit the values of the sam-
pled coefficients to a range of k standard deviations of the
model’s coefficients (k = 2 for body shapes and k = 4 for
face expressions), yielding more realistic results. The other
parameters of the 3DMM (θ, γ) remain neutral.

Defining the semantic representation begins by gather-
ing an over-complete set ℓ of Nℓ word descriptors that cor-
respond to each 3DMM. Our method supports any set of
words that relate to the model: we couple the body model
with body descriptors, and choose face descriptors for the
face model. For the body models SMPL and SMPL-X, we
adopt the set of descriptors used in [34], for FLAME face
expression we use an expanded set based on [9], and for
FLAME face shape we used our own set of descriptors.
Lastly, since the SMAL model was trained on 5 animal
families (Felidae-big cats, Canidae-dogs, Equidae-horses,
Bovidae-cows, Hippopotamidae-hippos) we used a set of
descriptors that contains animals from these given families.
The full list of descriptors can be found in the supplemental
file. We note that our method can be used with any desired
set of relevant descriptors.

3.2. CLIP Ratings

We use CLIP [32] to encode each text descriptor ℓi using
their text encoder eℓi = CLIPText(ℓi). Each mesh created

from a random coefficient vector F (β⃗, θ, γ) is rendered to
create a set of images Ij , and these images Ij are encoded
by CLIP image encoder eIj = CLIP Image(Ij) to the same
latent space of the encoded text (see Figure 2). In this space,
we can compute the compatibility between the encoded im-
age eIj and each encoded label eℓi using cosine similarity
to get a score Ω(Ij , ℓi) = cos(eIj , eℓi). This way, each ran-
dom coefficients vector β⃗ or ψ⃗ is paired with a vector of the
descriptors’ scores:

ΩNℓ
i=1 = [Ω(Ij , ℓ1), . . . ,Ω(Ij , ℓNℓ

)] = [Ω1, ...,ΩNℓ
]

containing Nℓ scores.

3.3. Descriptors Selection

There are many words that could describe a body shape,
face shape or facial expression. As the score of a given
image and word descriptor in CLIP’s embedding space is
calculated by their semantic similarity, there might be many
possible word descriptors for a single image, and many pos-
sible images for a single word descriptor. For example, both
the words “happy” and “smile” would have a high corre-
lation with a smiling face, and therefore, their effect on a
facial expression is entangled. Similarly, “tall” and “short”
are entangled in a body shape model. Our key observation is
that a large number of descriptors are difficult to handle for
interactive modeling, and the larger the number, the more
entangled they are in terms of their effect on the shape –
making it even harder to achieve the desired shape results
(see Table 1).

Contrary to BodyTalk [34], our goal is to use a min-
imal set of semantic word descriptors, while covering as
much of the PCA shape space of each 3DMM as possible.
We present an algorithm for selecting a subset of semantic
descriptors with two main objectives: they should cover a
large part of the shape space, and they should be disentan-
gled as much as possible.
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Our idea is to first segment the shape space into regions,
and assign descriptors to each region. This segmentation
assures that we cover the shape space as we do not neglect
any region. Next, we select for each region a set of descrip-
tors by checking their variance (i.e., promoting coverage),
and removing correlated descriptors, leaving the remaining
ones as disentangled as possible.

Clustering. To segment the shape space, we use our
Nsamples dataset as a proxy to represent a sampling of the
space and cluster their images (created as described in Sec-
tion 3.1) encoded to CLIP’s latent space. we use K-means
algorithm with Silhouette score to find K.

Next, we compare all encoded images eI in each cluster
Ci to allNℓ encoded word descriptors eℓi for i = 1, . . . , Nℓ.
The top 5 most similar descriptors in a cluster are given a
vote for this cluster. We normalize the value of votes by the
size of each cluster. Then, each word descriptor is assigned
exclusively to the cluster with the largest sum of votes for
this descriptor.

Choosing descriptors. To anticipate the effect of a given
descriptor on the 3DMM, we use the variance of its score
Ω(I ′, ℓi) on all images I ′ in the dataset. The larger the vari-
ance, the more descriptive this descriptor will be in terms
of shape variation. To anticipate the level of entanglement
between descriptors, we use their correlation. For each de-
scriptor ℓi we build a vector of Nsamples scores Ω(I ′, ℓi)
for all images I ′ in the dataset. Correlation is measured
between these vectors. The larger the correlation between
two descriptors, the more similar the effect of this descrip-
tor is on the shape, and the more entangled they are (we
show some correlation plot examples in the supplemental
file). Lastly, we apply antonyms and synonyms detection to
verify there are no such pairs in our final set of descriptors.

The process of choosing the descriptors is first per-
formed on each cluster separately, and then merging the
lists. We sort the cluster descriptors according to their vari-
ance in descending order. Thus, the first descriptor that is
chosen from each cluster is the descriptor with the highest
variance. Once a descriptor is chosen, we iterate over the
other descriptors that are left for this cluster and filter out
the ones that have a high correlation with the chosen de-
scriptor (we use the median correlation value of all pairs as
the threshold). In addition, before adding the next descrip-
tor to the set, we check if its synonyms or antonyms are
already chosen, and if so, we skip it. This process continues
until the list of descriptors is exhausted.

Lastly, we merge the lists created from all clusters and
sort again according to the descriptor variance. In a similar
manner as we did for each cluster, we filter from the merged
list all correlated descriptors, synonyms and antonyms. Fi-
nally, we arrive at a set of d chosen semantic descriptors
for this model. d can be different for each model, but our
algorithm can also support any preset number of descrip-

Figure 3: Models created using an interactive slider appli-
cation for SMAL[45] model (the blue model on the left is
the neutral model). These animals were created by interpo-
lating between four semantic descriptors - lion, cow, cat and
dog. As can be seen, other animals could also be designed
as well as intermixed creatures.

tors by removing descriptors from the bottom of the list or
adding back descriptors that were filtered out according to
their variance order (see Table 1).

Our algorithm can also support a preset list of descriptors
if the user seeks to fit a 3D model with respect to some spe-
cific descriptors. In this case, the process described above
for choosing the final set of descriptors is simply initialized
with the user pre-defined descriptors, so that they are always
contained in the final set.

3.4. Training

For simplicity, we will denote the coefficients vector by
ξ⃗ for both shape and expression parameters. Our goal is to
define the mapping from the semantic representation of the
d descriptors to the parametric representation represented
by ξ⃗. From our dataset creation (Section 3.1), each coeffi-
cients vector ξ⃗ = [ξ1, ..., ξ10] is paired with a scores vector
Ω⃗ = [Ω1, ...,ΩNℓ

]. Hence, for a given scores vector Ω⃗,
the goal is to predict the corresponding coefficients vector
ξ⃗. This mapping resembles the one presented in [34], only
we rely on CLIP score to label our data, providing a single
score rather than multiple scores obtained by crowd sourc-
ing, and we do not assume a linear relationship between
the word descriptors and the 3DMM’s coefficients vector.
Instead, we train a multi-layer-perceptron with ReLU acti-
vations as the mapping function using our paired data and

a simple L2 loss L = || ˆ⃗ξ − ξ⃗||2. The network consists of
hidden layers (500 and 800 neurons), and is trained for 50
epochs.
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4. Applications
4.1. Interactive Sliders

Using the set of semantic descriptors ℓ chosen by our
algorithm, we can build a simple and intuitive interface to
control the 3DMM. This is because the descriptors are least
entangled and cover the PCA space well. First, we train
a mapper M with the chosen set of descriptors ℓ as de-
scribed above (Section 3.4). Next, we create a slider for
each descriptor whose value represents the desired CLIP
score for that specific descriptor (see Figure 4). The user
can now change each slider to trigger a re-prediction of the
3DMM coefficients. The computation is interactive as the
interface takes all sliders’ values as input Ω⃗ to M , which
maps them in a forward pass to the 3DMM coefficients vec-
tor ξ⃗ and renders the corresponding 3D mesh. Thus, the
modeler can interact and understand the relationships be-
tween the descriptors and their effect on the mesh. Figure 3
demonstrates examples of 3D meshes of different animals
that were created using an interface created for the SMAL
model.

4.2. Zero-Shot Image to Shape Reconstruction

Our method allows to leverage CLIP’s semantic under-
standing to define a zero-shot image to shape reconstruc-
tion. Given any image of a person, we embed it into
CLIP’s latent space and use the similarity scores of the im-
age against the set of descriptors ℓM chosen for a mapperM
to obtain the vector Ω⃗. Next, we simply feed Ω⃗ through the
network to get the 3DMM coefficients vector ξ⃗ that best fits
the image and create the shape from ξ⃗. Our method differs
from state-of-the-art methods in that it enables the user to
refine the zero-shot prediction very simply using semantic
sliders starting from a relatively good initial guess.

5. Experiments
5.1. Coverage Evaluation

To evaluate a mapper M that was trained with a given
set of descriptors ℓ, we would like to measure its effect on
the 3DMM. For each descriptor ℓi ∈ ℓ we do a forward
pass through the mapper twice: the first pass by setting a
low score to Ωi and the second pass by setting a high score
to Ωi. The other coefficients are set to a default value and
remain constant. Each such pass creates a parameter vec-
tor ξ⃗ = [ξ1, ..., ξ10], which represents the resulting 3DMM
shape or expression. We denote these vectors as ξ⃗(i)low and
ξ⃗(i)high.

We measure the geometric effect of a descriptor ℓi on a
3DMM by examining the deformation of the vertices of the
mesh. This is evaluated by comparing the position of each
vertex in the two extreme cases of ξ⃗(i)low and ξ⃗(i)high.
Hence, for each vertex v the size of deformation is de-

Figure 4: A simple and intuitive interactive application can
be defined using sliders for each semantic descriptor. With
Semantiy, the sliders have strong semantic meaning and are
disentangled so that changing one will have very limited
affect on others.

fined as δ′(v) = ||vlow − vhigh||2. We can normalize
these values by δmax = maxv∈Mesh δ

′(v) and get a value
δ(v) = δ′(v)/δmax between 0 and 1 (see Figure 5).

Figure 5: The geometric effect of a given descriptor. The
darker the color of the vertex is (more red), the more it is
affected by the descriptor. To define coverage we collect all
vertices with a value larger than a given threshold θ.

Using these differences, we can evaluate the coverage of
a specific descriptor by measuring the number and positions
of vertices it affects in the mesh. For example, we can look
at all vertices v whose value is above a threshold δ(v) > θ
for any given descriptor. We can also compare the over-
lap between two descriptors by measuring the intersection-
over-union of their covered vertices. We use these measure
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in our ablation studies as described next in Section 5.2. Note
that this measure is only an approximation as it measures
the size of the change of vertices and not their direction.

5.2. Ablations

To further evaluate our algorithm’s performance, we con-
ducted experiments that include training the mapper with
different numbers of descriptors and training on different
sizes of training data. As we do not have valid ground truth
to estimate the accuracy of our mapper we created a test
set that contains several body shapes that were generated by
the first 10 blendshapes ξ⃗ of the SMPL-X model. In each
experiment we optimize the descriptors’ values Ω⃗, to min-

imize the error || ˆ⃗ξ − ξ⃗||2. The goal of these experiments
is to test the expressive power of the given configuration to
match a given shape. The smaller the error the more expres-
sive the method is. We show the results of these ablations
in the supplemental file. We used this evaluation to choose
the hyper-parameters we use in our algorithm: training with
3K sample images with texture for all models.

5.3. Interactive Sliders User Study

To evaluate Semantify’s performance we conducted
a user study that compares our approach against
BodyTalk [34], as well as the original basis of the 3DMM.
The user is presented with a target 3D model (randomly cre-
ated using the 3DMM) and is tasked to fit a 3DMM mesh
model to the target shape using a set of sliders, using the two
compared interfaces (see Figure 4) at random order. Users
were given up to 5 minutes to complete the task. BodyTalk
was implemented on the SMPL body model, therefore we
compare it to our SMPL male and female models. In an-
other study, we compare our SMPLX male and female mod-
els to the original PCA-based axes. In both studies, we seek
to evaluate the accuracy of the user-fitted 3DMMs, the time
that it took to fit the model, as well as the overall subjective
experience of users. Since we cannot obtain the outputs of
BodyTalk in the first study, we asked humans to rate the re-
sults, and determine which of them fits more accurately to
the input shape. We had 10 users perform both studies (5
males, 5 females aged between 23 to 54), 7 of which are
novices and 3 of which were professional 3D modelers. We
present the quantitative results of these studies in Table 2.
As can be seen, Semantify achieves better accuracy in less
time. Note that theoretically only the baseline can reach
zero error, but because it is very difficult to handle, the er-
ror obtained was higher than Semantify. In addition, we
asked the users for feedback on the experience of using the
different applications (A was ours, B was the alternative).
Here are some examples of such reviews (more examples
could be found in the supplemental file):

“Using application B, occasionally when changing one

slider it affects the other, which causes the user to start all
over again”.

“Using application B every minor change in a certain
slider generated major changes in the rest of the sliders”

“Application A was far friendlier and I sensed as though
I maintained much more control over the different body fea-
tures”

“The abundance of sliders on application B only made it
harder to control, not the other way around”.

5.4. Zero Shot Reconstruction

To measure our zero-shot 3D-shape reconstruction
method of SMPLX model, we use HBW (Human Bodies
in-the-wild) dataset presented in SHAPY [7], containing
ground-truth 3D body scans with in-the-wild images. Ta-
ble 3 shows the performance of our method compared to
SHAPY and PIXIE [12] on all of HBW validation set. Note
that SHAPY also takes keypoints (usually obtained from
openPose [5]) as input. Some examples are shown in Fig-
ure 6. As can be seen, our zero-shot performance are on-par
with state of the art methods, but we have the advantage of
using semantic descriptors. This allows the user to fine tune
the results from a very good initial guess, simply by using
the semantic sliders. Some examples results with around a
minute of fine-tuning can be found in the supplemental file.

6. Conclusion
We have presented a method to edit a 3D parametric

model using semantically meaningful descriptors by first
choosing a subset of descriptors judiciously and then learn-
ing a non-linear mapping from this set to the 3DMM coef-
ficients. All this is done in a self-supervised manner har-
nessing the abilities of CLIP visual-language model. Our
method can support a more intuitive user interface that al-
lows even novices to model 3D shapes. It also supports
other applications such as zero-shot reconstruction and fine-
tuning of shapes from images.

Limitations and future directions. There are several
limitations to our method. First, our mapper’s performance
relies heavily on the data that is created (Section 3.1). For
example, a dataset must contain extreme samples to achieve
a more expressive mapper. Second, our goal with Semantify
was to build a semantic representation of a given 3DMM
without a human-in-the-loop. However, in some cases man-
ually tuned modeling for a specific 3DMM would proba-
bly improve the 3DMM mapper’s performance (we further
elaborate on this in the supplemental file). Lastly, as shown
in many other works, CLIP has rich semantic understand-
ing, but there are cases in which its performance degrades.
For example, performance is better with textured meshes,
so using various textures for each 3DMM may improve the
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Figure 6: Results of zero-shot image to shape reconstruction. We compare Semantify against SHAPY and PIXIE on SMPLX
3DMM. Colors indicate error compared to ground truth (darker means larger error).

Time (min)

Males Females Total Score

BodyTalk 3.22 3.16 3.19 0.04%
ours 2.12 1.45 1.59 0.96%

Mean Error (cm) Time (min)

Males Females Total Males Females Total

Baseline 0.122 0.111 0.116 3.18 2.09 2.43
ours 0.121 0.099 0.110 2.22 2.17 2.19

Table 2: User-study results for the SMPL 3DMM compared against BodyTalk [34] (left, Score means the percent that this
model was selected as better fitting the input), and SMPL-X parametric model compared against the raw blendshapes (right).

Males Females Total

SHAPY 0.0196934 0.014422 0.017085
PIXIE 0.024779 0.015265 0.020324
Semantify (ours) 0.022632 0.016564 0.019666

Table 3: Comparing our zero-shot shape reconstruction
from image method against SHAPY[7] and PIXIE [12].
The values demonstrate the average MSE over HBW’s in-
the-wild validation set.

mapper’s performance. Furthermore, more subjective de-
scriptors such as “cute”, “scary”, “pretty” etc., are harder to

rate using CLIP, and would probably not work well in our
model.

Future work can also improve the zero-shot 3D shape
reconstruction by using prior information about its context
(for example, the gender of a person, body keypoints as used
in [7] etc.). Adding such priors along with CLIP’s seman-
tic understanding may surpass the existing state-of-the-art
solutions.
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